How to Avoid (and Respond to) FDA 483s for Temperature, Humidity and other Controlled Environments

No cGMP compliant manufacturer wants to receive a Form 483 (“Notice of Inspectional Observations”). In such stringently controlled industries as pharmaceutical/biotechnical development, manufacturing and warehousing, receiving a list of deficiencies can feel like a heavy blow to your quality system. Worse, with the 2009 increase in enforcement staff¹ and the September 2009 change to the response time – now 15 days – the FDA appears to be ramping up its enforcement mandate².

The following article shows three excerpts from some of the more common “observations” noted in Form 483 Letters. (The names have been left out in this application note, but are a matter of public record)³. Each of these deviations involved environmental conditions (temperature, humidity, etc.) in a variety of GxP settings; they range from failure to properly validate containers for Human Cell & Tissue Products to a lack of temperature records in an aseptic processing area of a drug manufacturing facility. None of the deviations excerpted here are unique, but all are avoidable.

After the excerpts, we outline some best practices of a 483 response, providing a 10-point checklist (to make that 15-day time limit more manageable) with some links to further resources. Finally, we’ll look at ways to simplify and automate monitoring, alarming and reporting on FDA regulated environments. Options range from low-tech manual methods, to hybridized systems that combine written and electronic methods of documentation, to fully automated systems for compliance with 21 CFR Part 11 and cGMPs.

As technologies emerge for monitoring and documenting controlled environments, the expectations of regulatory bodies rise.
Sample Deviation #1
To a Contract Pharma manufacturer:

“Requirements for stability testing of drug products are not being met. For example, you do not have, as part of the storage condition, any documentation that stability samples are maintained at the designated temperature [21 CFR 211.166(a)(2)]; and you do not have appropriate stability data to support the 4 year expiration date for the product. [21 CFR 211.166(b)]”

Sample Deviation #2
To a blood bank:

“Failure to have quality control procedures and follow those procedures for periodic tests of containers to maintain proper temperature…as required by 21 CFR 606.160(b)(5)(ii)...”

Manufacturing, processing, and storage facilities must be monitored continuously for critical parameters.

Sample Deviation #3
To a major manufacturer of OTC Pharmaceuticals:

“Failure to establish and maintain procedures to adequately control environmental conditions, as required by 21 CFR 820.70(c). Specifically, temperature conditions within the aseptic processing area are not being documented to ensure such conditions are consistently within established specifications...

For example, during the inspection we observed that your firm was recording the relative humidity (RH) in the processing room, but not in the sterilization chamber. We also observed that your firm was not maintaining or reviewing the temperature recorder charts generated during your sterilization process of [product x].”

There is no regulatory requirement to respond to a 483. According to the agency, they are merely “…inspectional observations, and do not represent a final agency determination regarding your compliance.” Sort of like an offer to help you with your compliance concerns. However, not responding quickly and carefully could result in further investigation. In addition, all Warning Letters are posted on the FDA’s site in html format and are therefore indexed by search engines. Once you receive a 483, all anyone needs to do is type [Your Company/Lab’s Name] + FDA (or +483) into the search box, and your organization’s name and quality shortcomings are part of the public domain.

10½ Tips for a 483 Response
Your initial response must do three things: establish credibility, demonstrate acknowledgement of the observations and an understanding of the specific requirements referenced, and show that your facility is committed to corrective actions, short and long-term.

One indicator of commitment is your organization’s willingness and ability to work cross-departmentally. A response should include statements from all relevant department heads that briefly but specifically address the form observation pertinent to their area. Acknowledgement is demonstrated by your initial corrective actions – planned or accomplished – outlined in the response. These must be feasible and deliverable within a predetermined time-frame.

Here is a checklist of items – some simple, some in depth – for creating a thorough response to a Form 483:

1. Get your response in on time and in writing. You have 15 days, so ensure that final proofing and substantive editing is done at least by day 10.
2. In the first paragraph of the response letter, be explicit in your understanding of and desire to comply with FDA regulations.

3. Respond individually to each item that was addressed in the Warning letter. Be specific. Do not try to solve all issues in one paragraph or your response may be rejected, prompting further action from the FDA.

4. Respond by importance – that is, respond individually to items most likely to impact product quality.

5. Be detailed yet concise in each response. Outline how each deficiency will be corrected, and when, rather than how the deficiency came to be. Provide documentation of a corrective action commitment from the person responsible for it.

6. Use positive statements; avoid language that implies fault. Address each item in your form 483 as an opportunity to fine-tune the quality and compliance systems and personnel.

7. Include reference to how you will be forwarding evidence to support the correction. For example, “<Company X> will use Vaisala’s continuous monitoring and alarming system to provide reports on temperature recordings taken at 10 minute intervals month-by-month.” Product specifications and protocols of any new systems can be provided or offered in support of the corrective action plan.

8. If the inspector noted something that you feel was an isolated incident, document this fact and note it in your response. Be sure your data is complete and accurate. If you find some of the observations were in error after receiving the 483, there is a formal dispute resolution process outlined in the agency’s “Guidance for Industry – Formal Dispute Resolution: Scientific and Technical Issues Related to Pharmaceutical CGMP.”

9. Be proactive. Reassess your internal compliance programs – why were 483 deficiencies not detected internally? Mention this in your response letter, noting your commitment to QC/QA audit management. The definitive guide to what FDA inspectors are looking for (at least in theory) is the agency’s “Investigations Operations Manual.”

10. If you need clarification, seek it – in writing and from the correct party. Ideally, when the investigator gave you the Form 483 after the inspection you asked a lot of questions to clarify each observation. Try to be sure you are clear on each observation before the inspector leaves your facility and make notes while he/she is explaining the observations. If your questions involve policy, contact the FDA headquarters – don’t contact your local FDA because policy is set at HQ.

10.5 You may need an industry expert. There are many companies who specialize in creating and implementing regulatory strategy, whether from the ground up or from your existing quality and regulatory systems. If it’s worth doing, it may be worth hiring someone who knows how to do it really well. As regulatory compliance issues grow more complex, many companies have been created to provide solutions in common compliance areas like: response to agency queries and help with agency meetings, regulatory gap analysis & remediation, internal GLP/GMP auditing and pre-approval inspections.

Avoiding 483s with Environmental Monitoring

An automated monitoring and alarming system that records data at the point of measurement and includes back-up recording – can make your QA/QC system for regulated environments efficient and ready for any critical evaluation, internal or external. The continuous records that this type of system provides can also form part of a detailed response to a Form 483.

For example, in the 483 excerpt of the CMO (sample deviation #1), which stated “documentation that stability samples are maintained at the designated temperature”; a validated monitoring and alarming system would have provided 21 CFR Part 11 compliant documents on all temperature data for the samples’ storage and handling.

Reports can be customized to fit the needs of your organization, but once configured, should be consistent and standardized.
areas. Data loggers with long-life batteries (up to 10 years) can continue to record temperature at the point of measurement, rendering environmental data immune to network or power failures and thereby ensuring gap-free records and a full audit trail.

Regarding the blood bank 483 excerpt (sample deviation #2), the storage units should have been validated regularly. An efficient solution is to perform thermal mapping with the same equipment used to monitor — provided that such equipment has stable sensors and tamper-proof files, and the software is validatable. Self-contained data loggers with internal thermistor sensors, with on-board memory and battery, can be used to regularly map the temperature distribution of the containers.

For the 483 issued to the OTC Pharmaceutical manufacturer (sample deviation #3), the issue of inadequately documented temperature conditions would be solved by following the detailed IQ/OQ and SOPs that are ideally provided with the monitoring, alarming and reporting system.

Some organizations compliant with GMP still use chart recorders or manual methods to track temperature and humidity. The issues with these methods are beyond the scope of this article, but as more facilities automate processes within quality assurance and regulatory compliance, relying on older technologies will continue to be problematic. The FDA, with its “strong recommendations” cannot mandate that organizations upgrade to any given technology. But, a commitment to using industry-best instrumentation and systems in FDA-regulated research and manufacturing processes can stave off misgivings about a facility’s commitment to quality. For more information on Vaisala’s monitoring and validation solutions for GxP and FDA compliant environments, visit: www.vaisala.com/lifescience-hitech
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